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Mark Scheme

Q1.          

Q2.          
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Question Answer Additional guidance Mark 

number 

(ii) An answer comparing: (2) 

• flask 1 and 2 decrease in AO3 

temperature (1) 2ab 

• the temperature in flask 1 accept rate is slower for 
decreases faster than in flask 2 flask 2 /ORA 

(1)

OR 
• the temperature on flask 1 levels

out after 7 minutes (1)

• whereas the temperature in flask
2 keeps falling (1 J
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Q4.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) A description including the following

points:

as mean mass increases so
does the percentage of
population with type 2
diabetes (1)

correct readings from the
graph to illustrate the
comparative point (1)

acceptpositive correlation ORA

(2)

(a)(ii) A suggestion linking twoof the
following:

Q3.          
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increasing body mass leads to
over weight / obesity

don't respond to insulin /
reference to insulin resistance

(2)

(b)(i) Calculation

(1.7 × 1.7) = 2.89 (1)

78 / 2.89

= 27 (1)

Two marks for correct bald answer

Ecf for incorrect numbers but correct
calculation

26.98 / 26.9
Accept continued decimal places

(2)

(b)(ii) C    overweight (1)
(c) A description linking threeof the

following:

glucagon is released (1)

from the pancreas (1)

glycogen to glucose (1)

in the liver / muscle cells(1)

which acts to raise blood
glucose levels (1)

correct spelling of glycogen and
glucagon only

No mark for glucagon is injected

Ignore references to glucagon turning
into glucose

(3)

Total for question = 10 marks

Q5.          
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Q6.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) 2.7 Allow -2.7 (°C) (1)
(a)(ii) a comparison to include the

following linked points

(Rebecca's) brain temperature
fluctuated / stayed similar / did
not change very much (1)

(whereas) finger temperature
decreased (1)

Ignore references to brain
temperature going up

(2)

(a)(iii) an explanation to include three of
the following points

heat lost to the environment
/from finger (1)

lessblood delivered to the skin's
surface/finger (1)

narrowing of the arterioles near
the skin's surface (1)

vasoconstriction (1)

accept ref to temperature
gradient

accept more blood flow to vital
organs

accept blood vessels for
arterioles

(3)
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lessheat loss by radiation(1)

Indicative Content Mark
*(b) A explanation to include some of the following

homeostasis / regulation of the body's internal environment
controlled by the hypothalamus / thermoregulatory
hypothalamus / thermoregulatory centre monitors blood
temperature
negative feedback mechanism

sweat rate increases
sweat glands will release sweat on to skin surface
evaporation of this sweat / water will remove heat energy
from skin

hairs on skin's surface lay flat
no trapping of insulating air layer so body loses heat

vasodilation occurs
widening of the arterioles / blood vessels eq, near the skin
delivers warm blood to skin surface
body loses heat by radiation

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited explanation of at least one method of thermoregulation

the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple explanation including at least two methods of
thermoregulation
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed explanation of at least 3 methods of thermo regulation.
Use of the term vasodilation or including information on the process
of homeostasis
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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